Artificial Vision

Traditionally used for quality inspection in factories...

.....and now close to human vision capabilities!
Looking into **Eyes of Things**

- Open platform for modern computer vision
- HW + SW
- Competitive pricing
- Highest marks in EC Review! 😊
Who created **Eyes of Things**

**Hardware:**

- Movidius
- AWAIBA

**Software:**

- UCLM
- DFKI

**Demonstrators:**

- Thales
- fluxguide
- Evercam
- NVISO
Artificial Vision everywhere
Bringing EoT into Action
Optimising large scale storage facilities
Bringing EoT into Action

Earth observation: Efficient use of bandwidth and optimising images
Endless possibilities:

Robotics, video surveillance, wearables, smart toys, drones, ADAS, …

www.eyesofthings.eu
www.ubotica.com